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Observation, Originality, ImprOvisation
3 little experiments…
to make children aware of the effect of thirst on their body, to anticipate thirst in an original
way and to create a fun time around this increased awareness.

Issue 1 : Seeing is believing. Show children what happens in their body when it does have enough water, by
comparing it to a plant.

Challenge 1
Take a plant and don’t water if for several days –
two to three weeks. What happens?
Throughout the experiment, classify the signs that show that the
plant is suffering (due to a lack of water) by order of appearance:
Its leaves curl up
Its stem and branches are droopy
The earth changes colour
Its flowers begin to shrivel

Look carefully! When all these signs have appeared,

The earth cracks.

start to water the plant again. What do you notice?
Tick the changes you can see:
A little poem to express
your plant’s need for water.
Sorry, pretty plant.
I didn’t water you
To see what happened.
Your leaves lost their green colour

Its leaves regain strength
Its stem and branches straighten up, full of energy
The earth changes colour
Flower buds start to open
The earth is wet, feeding your plant
with everything it needs to live..

You looked so sad, less strong
Less pretty
I watered you
To feed you
You’ve got your smile back!
Now, your turn to write a poem!
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Issue 2 : See how inventive you can be, not to let your body get thirsty. Find a “totem” word, like a magic word,
which makes you realise it’s time to have a glass of water.
The child appropriates this totem word and shares this original memory aid with their classmates so as not to
forget to drink before getting thirsty. The child themselves is able to tell other children or adults when to drink,
passing on what they have learned in a fun way. They should no longer say “I'm thirsty”.
They should say their totem word before getting thirsty. It helps them anticipate drinking water.

Challenge 2
You saw what the lack of water did to your plant. Make sure you don’t make it suffer again...
And for your body, it’s the same! Did you understand that it needs water just like your plant?
When you’re thirsty, your body starts to dehydrate. You maybe feel tired,
have a headache, have eyes that sting...
To stop this happening and also to stay as healthy as your watered plant, invent the word which
will make you drink a glass of water before you get thirsty. Like a magic formula, see how inventive you can be!

TAWAGLAAAA
A silly word like MAWAWA, TARATA...
A nice word you like saying
An unpronounceable word which makes you laugh
You’re own personal word, that just yours

A secret word, a bit magic

EET OP
SWLOL
LIP

THIGGYJIGG
Y
DUMDUM

that nobody else understands, except your plant!

AS A

Apparently, plants like to be talked to.
You should try!
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Issue 3 : Show creativity by making the time you drink a glass of water your own.
Find a movement or a little dance you can do every time you do your body some good by drinking.

Challenge 3
You’ve found your word, shhh, it’s a secret …
Now find a dance step, a single movement, a way of holding yourself that you’ll assume each time,
before drinking water. For example you can hop, spin round three times, walk backwards,
jump like a frog, pass the glass of water between your legs, wink 7 times on the trot…
Start when you’re ready, you’re going to love drinking water with this funny idea!
Everyone’s going to want to guess why you’re doing that.

